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Key Points:6

• The spatiotemporal distribution of microseismic events during hydraulic fracturing-7

induced fault activation at Preston New Road, UK, could not be simply explained8

by pore pressure diffusion or fracture growth.9

• A stochastic approach for modelling elastic stress transfer from the opening of hy-10

draulic fractures is developed to test if this mechanism could explain observations.11

• Distribution of microseismic events are well correlated with fracture opening elas-12

tostatic stress changes, implying this mechanism significantly affected the behaviour13

in the adjacent fault zone.14
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Abstract15

Understanding the dominant physical processes that cause fault reactivation due to fluid16

injection is vital to develop strategies to avoid and mitigate injection-induced seismic-17

ity (IIS). IIS is a risk for several industries, including hydraulic fracturing, geothermal18

stimulation, oilfield waste disposal and carbon capture and storage, with hydraulic frac-19

turing having been associated with some of the highest magnitude induced earthquakes20

(M > 5). As such, strict regulatory schemes have been implemented globally to limit21

the felt seismicity associated with operations. In the UK, a very strict “traffic light” sys-22

tem is currently in place. These procedures were employed several times during injec-23

tion at the PNR-1z well at Preston New Road, Lancashire, UK from October to Decem-24

ber 2018. As injection proceeded, it became apparent to the operator that stages were25

interacting with a seismogenic planar structure, interpreted as a fault zone, with several26

ML > 0.5 events occurring. Microseismicity was clustered along this planar structure27

in a fashion that could not readily be explained through pore pressure diffusion or hy-28

draulic fracture growth. Instead, we investigate the role of static elastic stress transfer29

created by the tensile opening of hydraulic fractures. We find that the spatial distribu-30

tions of microseismicity are strongly correlated with areas that receive positive Mohr-31

Coulomb stress changes from the tensile fracture opening, while areas that receive neg-32

ative Mohr-Coulomb stress change are quiescent. We conclude that the stressing due to33

tensile hydraulic fracture opening plays a significant role in controlling the spatiotem-34

poral distribution of induced seismicity.35

1 Introduction36

Felt or damaging earthquakes have been induced or triggered by subsurface fluid37

injection related to a number of industrial activities. These include enhanced geother-38

mal systems (EGS) at Basel [Deichmann and Giardini , 2009] and Pohang [Grigoli et al.,39

2018; Kim et al., 2018], waste-water injection in the central United States [Keranen et al.,40

2013; Walsh and Zoback , 2015], carbon capture and storage at In Sala, Algeria [Stork41

et al., 2015], and hydraulic fracturing in central and western Canada [Bao and Eaton,42

2016; Atkinson et al., 2016; Kao et al., 2018], the central United States [Holland , 2013;43

Skoumal et al., 2018], and the Sichuan Basin, China [Lei et al., 2017, 2019; Meng et al.,44

2019]. However, while the links between fluid injection and seismicity are clear, the un-45

derlying physical processes by which injection causes fault reactivation are not yet well46
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established. This matters because developing this understanding is crucial if we are to47

develop methods to prevent or mitigate injection-induced seismicity (IIS). In a broad sense,48

the mechanism of most IIS is well established: fluid injection leads to an increase in pore-49

pressure, decreasing the normal stress acting on critically stressed faults, and bringing50

them closer to failure [Raleigh et al., 1976]. On large spatial scales in relatively perme-51

able formations (as in the case of waste-water injection), pore pressure increases trans-52

mitted over large distances by diffusion would appear to be the dominant activation mech-53

anism [Goebel et al., 2017; Goebel and Brodsky , 2018]. In low permeability reservoirs and54

on smaller scales (on the order of hundreds of metres, within hours of injection), other55

mechanisms can dominate: the poroelastic expansion of the rock frame; direct pressure56

from the injected fluids; elastic stress changes from seismic events or fracture opening;57

and aseismic creep [Kettlety et al., 2019; Bhattacharya and Viesca, 2019; Eyre et al., 2019].58

Elastic stress change models have been used for decades to determine the trigger-59

ing mechanism of tectonic earthquakes [Stein, 1999; Harris, 1998; Steacy et al., 2005;60

Meier et al., 2014; Wedmore et al., 2017], illuminating the sometimes unexpected spa-61

tiotemporal patterns which occur during seismic sequences. These models are regularly62

applied in physics-based earthquake hazard forecasts, using the observed slip on faults63

to model the spatial distribution of subsequent, potentially damaging, earthquakes [Cat-64

tania et al., 2018; Mancini et al., 2019]. Elastostatic modelling has also been applied with65

tensile sources, such as the analysis by Green et al. [2015] of a seismic sequence associ-66

ated with dyke intrusion in Iceland. The areas receiving positive elastic Coulomb stress67

changes that resulted from the opening of the dyke were well correlated with the loca-68

tions of seismic events throughout the sequence. As the sequence progressed and the dyke’s69

orientation changed, earthquake rates were suppressed in areas experiencing negative Coulomb70

stress changes. In hydraulic fracturing, the tensile opening of hydraulic fractures pro-71

duces perturbations to the stress state in a similar manner. Spatiotemporal observations72

in microseismicity that would be difficult to explain through any other mechanism could73

also be explained through the elastic stress changes that result from the tensile open-74

ing of fractures.75

Such observations were made during hydraulic fracturing at the Preston New Road76

PNR-1z shale gas well in Lancashire, UK in 2018 [described in Clarke et al., 2019a]. This77

was the first onshore well in the UK to be stimulated since a government review of this78

technique [The Royal Society , 2012]. It was therefore the subject of extensive scrutiny79
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by the public and by national media, and was extensively monitored both by the oper-80

ator and by independently-funded organisations [Clarke et al., 2019a].81

Hydraulic fracturing at PNR-1z was subject to a Traffic Light Scheme (TLS). This82

is a procedure developed to avoid felt seismicity (ML > 1.5) by taking mitigating ac-83

tions (e.g., reducing injection rates, pausing injection, or skipping injection stages) when84

induced events of particular threshold magnitudes are observed. The “red-light” thresh-85

old in the UK is set at ML = 0.5, exceedance of which requires an 18-hour pause in op-86

erations. Microseismicity during injection at PNR-1z exceeded this limit on several oc-87

casions. During operations, the operator used a statistical model to forecast and man-88

age induced seismicity [Clarke et al., 2019a]. One felt event did occur, with ML = 1.589

on December 11 2018. Interestingly, the observed spatiotemporal distribution of micro-90

seismicity is not easily explained by the growth of hydraulic fractures or a diffusive pore91

pressure increase. Thus, in this study we examine the elastic stress changes in the vicin-92

ity of the well that occurred during the opening of hydraulic fractures and the poten-93

tial impact these stress changes could have on the observed microseismicity. This is dis-94

tinct from a poroelastic model, which would calculate the change to the stress state that95

results from increasing pore pressure deforming the rock mass itself, a continuously dis-96

tributed inflation of the matrix due to increased pore fluid pressure. Here, we look at97

the propagation of elastic stress from discrete opening of finite model fractures.98

Slip on faults, and tensile opening of fractures, will generate elastic stress changes99

in the surrounding rock. These changes can be resolved into changes in the normal stress100

σn (defined here as positive extensive) and shear stress τ acting on nearby structures,101

and combined to compute the Coulomb failure stress change ∆CFS:102

∆CFS = ∆τ + µ′∆σn , (1)

where µ′ is the effective coefficient of friction.103

Modelling of ∆CFS is a simple and effective tool for examining the effects of stress104

on surrounding faults or fractures – a positive value indicates that stress has changed105

in such a way as to promote failure, whilst a negative value means the stress change acts106

to inhibit failure. However, it is difficult to robustly model and interpret elastic stress107

changes. Defining a significance threshold for the effect on a population of events [Meier108

et al., 2014], quantifying model uncertainties [Catalli et al., 2013; Kettlety et al., 2019],109

and untangling the effects of other failure mechanisms, such as dynamic triggering or poroe-110
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lasticity, all provide a significant challenge. Nonetheless, elastostatic stress modelling has111

repeatedly provided a robust explanation for the spatial distribution of earthquake se-112

quences [Steacy et al., 2005; Meier et al., 2014; Wedmore et al., 2017; Cattania et al.,113

2018], and when applied carefully, can be an effective method of studying the trigger-114

ing of induced seismicity [Schoenball et al., 2012; Catalli et al., 2013; Sumy et al., 2014;115

Pennington and Chen, 2017; Kettlety et al., 2019].116

In this study, we examine the stress changes that result from the tensile opening117

of hydraulic fractures, modelled as displacement on finite patches within an elastic medium,118

and their effect on the distribution of microseismicity observed during the Preston New119

Road PNR-1z hydraulic fracturing operation in 2018 in the UK. We develop a stochas-120

tic, Monte-Carlo procedure for generating model fractures as a set of pure tensile open-121

ing discrete patches, and calculate the resulting cumulative elastic stress changes from122

each fracturing stage. We compare the spatial patterns in ∆CFS with respect to the123

spatiotemporal evolution of the microseismicity. We show the areas of positive ∆CFS124

from prior and current stages correlate well with the hypocentres of the observed micro-125

seismicity, and that areas where seismicity was unexpectedly quiescent received predom-126

inantly negative ∆CFS, suggesting areas are being clamped by the opening of fractures.127

2 Hydraulic fracturing at Preston New Road, UK128

In October 2018, Cuadrilla Resources Ltd. began hydraulic fracturing operations129

at the Preston New Road PNR-1z well in Lancashire, United Kingdom. The operation130

targeted the upper section of the Bowland shale, a 1.2 km thick Carboniferous natural131

gas-bearing formation [Andrews, 2013; Clarke et al., 2018]. Hydraulic fracturing was mon-132

itored by a microseismic array of 24 3-component geophones housed in the adjacent well133

(PNR-2) [Clarke et al., 2019a], shown in Figure 2. This was combined with a surface ar-134

ray, composed of the local UKArray [Baptie, 2018] broadband stations operated by the135

British Geological Survey (BGS), supplemented by a mix of 8 broadband and 3-component136

short period instruments deployed by the operator as part of the monitoring program.137

The monitoring array, both surface and downhole, is detailed in Clarke et al. [2019a].138

Over the course of 3 months, 17 stages were stimulated, with a planned injection139

programme of 400 m3 of slickwater fluid and 50 tons of proppant per stage. Strict seis-140

micity constraints – the TLS that is currently in place in the UK [Green et al., 2012] –141
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restricted operations during many of the worked stages, with any event detected dur-142

ing pumping above ML 0.5 requiring a pause in injection for a minimum of 18 hours. More143

than 38, 000 microseismic events were detected, with magnitudes ranging from -3.1 to144

1.6 (Figure 1). Data were processed in real-time by Schlumberger Ltd (SLB), provid-145

ing event locations, MW magnitudes and estimated source parameters. Estimates of lo-146

cation errors are around 10 to 50 m, typical of downhole microseismic monitoring. Fo-147

cal mechanisms were independently calculated by both SLB and the BGS for 41 of the148

highest magnitude events using the surface station polarity data. These are also shown149

in Figure 1.150

As successive stages were injected, it became apparent that the operations were in-151

teracting with pre-existing seismogenic structures [Clarke et al., 2019a]. Seismicity was152

repeatedly occurring with magnitudes approaching or exceeding the red-light threshold.153

This resulted in the operator skipping stages, moving further toward the heel of the well154

to avoid repeatedly activating these features. In late October 2018, roughly 2 weeks af-155

ter the start of operations, six events occurred that exceeded the TLS thresholds. Af-156

ter this, operations were paused for approximately one month, during which low levels157

of microseismicity continued to occur. The highest magnitude events, as well as the events158

during this hiatus, were predominantly located around a particular structure, a sub-vertical159

planar feature, striking to the NE of the injection well (Figure 1). As detailed in Clarke160

et al. [2019a], we take a sample of events to calculate the orientation of this feature: the161

largest (MW > 0) events that took place after it was first encountered (from Stage 18);162

and all events that continued to occur in this zone during the month hiatus in opera-163

tions. It was during this time that it became very clear that a more seismogenic planar164

feature was present, as the areas around each of the worked stages became quiescent ex-165

cept in vicinity of this feature. A least-squares planar fit to the hypocentres of these events166

gives its orientation: a strike φ of 230◦ and a dip δ of 70◦.167

The majority of the focal mechanisms also have a similar orientation as this fea-168

ture, showing left-lateral strike-slip motion (see Figure 1 and Figure 6a of Clarke et al.169

[2019a]). This feature appears to be relatively well oriented within the in situ stress state170

in the region. Given the SHmax orientation φH of approximately 170◦, and a strike-slip171

stress regime [Clarke et al., 2014; Fellgett et al., 2017], faults striking to the north-east172

will also produce left-lateral strike slip motion (rake λ of 0◦).173
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The location of this feature does not correlate with any discontinuities observed174

in the 3D reflection seismic that was acquired at this site [Clarke et al., 2019b]. This may175

be because of its strike-slip nature, meaning there is little vertical offset to be imaged176

in the reflection seismic. This seismogenic feature could be described as a “fault”, or po-177

tentially as a zone of pre-existing fractures. Despite the feature being around 500 m in178

strike, and 200 m in dip, the largest event during the monitoring had a magnitude of ML =179

1.5. The basic formulation of seismic moment release for a circular fault of radius rf , shear180

modulus G, and slip d is given by Equation 2 [Aki and Richard , 2002].181

M0 = Gdπr2 (2)

A M = 1.5 event roughly corresponds to a displacement of ∼ 1 mm over a rupture length182

of less than 100 m. Thus, seismic failure on this feature only ever occurred on a small183

section of the suspected fault’s area. Despite many small events occurring along its length,184

there is no clear evidence distinguishing if this is a single contiguous fault or a dense zone185

of fractures. Clarke et al. [2019a] term this feature “north-east fault 1” (NEF-1). Thor-186

ough out this paper, we will refer to it as the “fault zone” adjacent to the wells.187

Location uncertainties are naturally a concern when interpreting structure from205

microseismic data. In this case, with a single, mostly vertical, downhole array (as shown206

in Figure 2), there is the potential for systematic bias or offsets, due to its limited az-207

imuthal coverage. However, the 3D hodogram analysis, as well as the beam-forming in-208

version used in the location calculation should provide more accurate back-azimuths and209

polarity data than simpler methods. The locations found were also relatively similar to210

those independently calculated by the BGS using the surface stations. These locations211

are shown in Figure 2. Broad scale structure is generally the same, though naturally the212

precision of the surface-derived locations is significantly lower than that from the down-213

hole. The velocity model was calibrated from the extensive 3D seismic data, and was re-214

fined several times during the stimulation of the well – when operations on the sliding215

sleeves occurred, the known times and locations were used to check its calibration. As216

these more involved methods of location inversion and velocity model refinement were217

used, we feel the locations provided are adequate enough to interpret the spatial distri-218

bution of seismicity around the well.219

The structures interpreted in the microseismic, e.g. the northward propagation of220

events, would also be difficult to systematically shift given some velocity model or sta-221
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Figure 1. Hypocentres of events recorded by the downhole monitoring array during hydraulic

fracturing operations at the Preston New Road PNR-1z well with magnitudes greater than −0.5

and a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 5. Events are shown as circles, with marker sizes indi-

cating the magnitude range, whilst colour shows the injection stage with which the event time

overlapped. Diamonds denote the centre of the sleeve position on the well, and are also coloured

by stage. The grey plane denotes the inferred seismogenic “fault zone”, with a strike of 230◦

and a dip of 70◦. This was found from the least squares fit to events with MW above 0 and the

events which continued to occur during the month hiatus in operations [see Clarke et al., 2019a,

for a detailed discussion]. Lower hemisphere focal mechanisms are shown as black and white

beach-balls, derived from the surface station polarity data [Clarke et al., 2019a].
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Figure 2. Hypocentres for 172 events located using data from both the surface and downhole

arrays, and the same velocity model, allowing for comparison of the two locations. These surface-

derived locations were calculated by the British Geological Survey [Baptie, 2019]. Naturally, the

lateral and depth resolution is far lower than that of the downhole locations. However, these

surface locations generally mirror the spatial and temporal trends seen in the downhole locations,

with a bias (74%) of events north of the PNR-1z well, and events trending further NE as the heel

stages are injected.
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tion orientation error. Rotating the event clusters around the axis of the monitoring well,222

in order to shift the events in the centre of the well, would shift events at the toe of the223

well to be propagating only south of the well. The offset between the injection well and224

the heel stage events (Figure 3f), could be attributed to the velocity model being incor-225

rect. However, any kind of systematic shift in the velocity model, which could counter-226

act the separation of heel stage events far from the injection well, would shift the events227

at the middle and toe of the well even further from the injection well. Thus, it is diffi-228

cult to envisage purely processing errors resulting in the structure interpreted above.229

Some locations for stages greater than 38 are subject to a processing artefact pro-230

duced by the fundamental 180◦ ambiguity when locating events with a single downhole231

array [e.g., Jones et al., 2010]. The P-wave particle motion is used to determine the back-232

azimuth of the event from the monitoring array. Events could therefore be placed at mir-233

rored positions either side of the monitoring array. Evidently, the processing contrac-234

tor has placed all of the events to the south of the PNR-2 well, when in reality events235

will have occurred both to the north and the south. This artefact does not affect the ob-236

servations presented above, as a gap between the injection well and the events will be237

present whether or not events are placed to the north of the monitoring well.238
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2.1 Microseismic observations in detail239

In this section, we focus on some noteworthy aspects of the microseismic event lo-240

cations. Event hypocentres from stages illustrating behaviour of particular interest are241

shown in Figure 3. We will describe these observations sequentially, in the order the stages242

were injected. Full injection stages were effectively completed in ascending order, how-243

ever small scale “minifracs” were conducted on Sleeves 35 through 40 just before the start244

of the month-long hiatus, prior to Stages 37 through 41. Only small numbers of events245

were generated during these minifracs, with no particularly note-worthy behaviour.246

For all stages conducted at PNR-1z, the microseismicity occurred asymmetrically,247

propagating to the north of the injection well. This is unlikely to be a detection effect,248

as the sensitivity of the array is such that it is capable of detecting events at least 1 km249

from the well. However, it does not detect events south of the well even for the heel-most250

stages, which are within 300 m of the array This suggests that hydraulic fractures grew251

primarily asymmetrically in a northward direction. This could also be related to more252

seismically-productive, shearing type events occurring in the inferred fault zone in the253

area approximately 250 m north of the well. Asymmetric fracture growth has been as-254

cribed in previous work to a gradient in the geomechanical parameters, such as a later-255

ally heterogeneous stress field, a change in the elastic properties of the rock, or the re-256

sult of using sliding sleeve as opposed to plug-and-perf completions [e.g., Maxwell , 2011;257

Chorney et al., 2016].258

As can be seen in Figure 3a, during Stages 2 and 3, an isolated cluster of micro-259

seismicity occurred around 200 m north-east of the injection, north of the location of sleeve260

12. There is a clear gap between the events adjacent to the toe stages (1-3) and this anoma-261

lous cluster, with only a small number of low magnitude events sparsely connecting the262

two.263

Figure 3b shows the microseismicity that occurred when the operator skipped for-264

wards to stimulate Stage 12, which was roughly adjacent to the anomalous microseis-265

micity observed during Stages 1 through 3. Here we observe microseismicity to the north266

of the well, connecting into the same cluster of events that occurred to the north-east267

of Stages 1 to 3. However, we observe little microseismicity to the west back near these268

toe stages: what little microseismicity that is observed here is primarily the post-injection269

tailing of events from the earlier stimulation, not a re-activation of events. It is inter-270
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esting, therefore, to consider why activity around Stages 1-3 was able to create a clus-271

ter of microseismicity adjacent to Stage 12, but activity near Stage 12 was not able to272

have the obverse effect on microseismicity near the toe stages.273

During Stage 18, very little fluid was injected (around 8 m3). However, this stage274

produced a significant microseismic response, with over 1200 events occurring in a clus-275

ter extending over 150 m to the north of the injection point. This stage generated rel-276

atively high magnitude microseismicity, with 8 events above Mw 0, and a ML 0.5 trail-277

ing event around one hour after injection ceased. It is very unusual for an injection vol-278

ume of around 8 m3 to create a hydraulic fracture over 150 m in length, and to produce279

such significant amounts of microseismicity. Events that took place in the 6 hours af-280

ter injection had a combined moment release of 3.10×1010 Nm. This constituted a no-281

tably large increase in the ratio of seismic moment release to injection volume compared282

to the previous stages. This is also relatively close to the upper bound of moment re-283

lease proposed by the McGarr et al. [2002] relation, which for this small injected volume284

and a shear modulus of 25 GPa, would be around 2×1011 Nm. Previous stages had a285

far lower “seismic efficiency” [Shapiro et al., 2010; Hallo et al., 2014], with moment re-286

lease less than 0.1% of this theoretical upper bound for each of their injected volumes.287

During Stage 22 (Figure 3d), the full planned volume of just over 400 m3 was in-288

jected, however with only around a third of the planned proppant (∼ 17 t) . This was289

conducted in two separate injection periods on October 25th 2018. This stage generated290

a large number of events, around 5700, with 12 events with Mw > 0. During the first291

period, events propagated perpendicular to the injection well, appearing to trace the hy-292

draulic fracture growth northwards from the well. However, in the second period, events293

began to extend laterally, both east and west of the initial line of fracture growth, clus-294

tering along the seismogenic “fault zone” described above [Clarke et al., 2019a]. Events295

extended along ∼ 70% of the feature’s length, tracing back toward Stages 12-14, and296

extending north of Stages 30-32.297

Stages 30 through 41 continued to interact with this seismogenic zone, with large298

numbers of events clustering further north of the well. However, events rarely propagated299

westward, back along this structure, i.e. towards the stages which had been previously300

stimulated. This is shown in Figure 3e, for Stage 32. If it is assumed that this planar301

feature is a pre-existing fault or a zone of pre-existing fractures, one would anticipate302
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that when stages reconnect to this seismogenic area, events would again be stimulated303

along its length, especially as the pore pressure around these faults or fractures has been304

increased by the previous injection, so we might expect successive injection would con-305

tinue to stimulate seismicity back westward along its length. Stress relaxation may con-306

tribute somewhat to the limited reactivation as subsequent stages reconnect along the307

fault’s length. However, previous cases of fault reaction have observed repeated reacti-308

vation into the same fault as injection reconnects [Kettlety et al., 2019].309

The clear clustering of events at a notable distance from the injection well is ap-310

parent in Figures 3e and f, for Stages 32 and 38 respectively: clusters of microseismic-311

ity are not centred at the point of injection. If microseismicity were being driven directly312

by elevated fluid pressures, then we might expect more microseismicity to occur near to313

the well. These gaps between the well and the focus of the microseismicity are seen for314

stages all along the well, although they are particularly prominent for the latter stages315

at the heel of the well (Stages 37-41). This absence of microseismicity immediately ad-316

jacent to the well could be due to the tensile opening of fractures being a more aseismic317

process than shear slip on small faults or fractures that is occurring within the fault zone.318

2.2 Spatiotemporal evolution of microseismicity323

Shapiro et al. [1997] show that, where microseismicity is driven by diffusion of pore324

pressure, it should develop along a characteristic triggering front that extends a distance325

r from the injection point as a function of time t:326

r =
√

4πDt , (3)

where D is the hydraulic diffusivity. It has also recently been shown that the hydraulic327

fracture growth can produce similar r-t behaviour [Barthwal and van der Baan, 2019].328

In contrast, a simple model of hydraulic fracture growth can provide the upper bound329

for the seismicity distribution. Under constant flow conditions and assuming minimal330

leak-off of fracturing fluid, microseismicity driven directly by hydraulic fracture prop-331

agation might be expected to show a linear distance-time relationship, since the length332

of the hydraulic fracture L scales with the injection rate Q, the height of the fracture333

hf , and its width wf [Economides and Nolte, 2003; Shapiro et al., 2006a]:334

L =
Qt

2hfwf
. (4)
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Figure 3. Event locations for several stages during which unexpected or anomalous seismicity

occurred. Events shown here are those with a signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 5. Events and

stations are shown in the same manner as Figure 1. Pertinent observations are annotated on the

figures with red arrows and text boxes.
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Figure 4. Spatiotemporal evolution of microseismicity for selected stages. We show the dis-

tance of events from the mid-point of the active injection sleeve as a function of time from the

start of the main injection phase for each stage. Points are coloured by the event magnitude,

showing the magnitude of the TLS, with Mw < 0 coloured green, Mw > 0 yellow, and Mw > 0.5

coloured red. The injection rate for each stage is shown as a red line.faa Blue lines denote the

expected distance of diffusion-controlled microseismicity (Equation 3) for three different diffu-

sivities. The black line shows the distance expected for events showing the growth of hydraulic

fractures (Equation 4).
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343

344

345
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347

Figure 4 shows examples of the r vs. t behaviour for several stages: these plots are335

typical for the PNR-1z microseismicity. In Figure 4 we also show the expected r vs. t336

produced by the diffusivity approach (Equation 3) using various values of D, and for the337

hydraulic fracture propagation approach with minimal leak off (Equation 4), using ap-338

proximate values of hf = 25 m and wf = 2.5 mm.339

We do not observe the r ∝ t1/2 behaviour, characteristic of diffusion-controlled348

microseismicity. Realistic values of diffusivity for hydraulically fractured rock are con-349
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sidered to be 1.0 m2 s−1 (∼ 1 D) or less, which Figure 4 shows is clearly not adequate350

to describe the observed spatiotemporal distribution [Gehne and Benson, 2017; Tan et al.,351

2018; Gehne and Benson, 2019]. Instead, we observe microseismicity occurring near-instantaneously352

across a range of distances from the injection point. This behaviour is weakly consistent353

with the linear relationship between r and t posited by Equation 4 for hydraulic frac-354

ture propagation with minimal leak-off, because in such circumstances, given a typical355

flow rate at PNR-1z of 0.07 m3 s−1, we might expect a hydraulic fracture to propagate356

a distance of 300 m in less than 10 minutes. Note, however, that this is an upper bound,357

because in reality we expect multiple hydraulic fractures to form, sharing the overall in-358

jection volume between the fractures, and because Equation 4 assumes that no fluid is359

lost to the surrounding formation.360

The near-instantaneous onset of microseismicity, regardless of hypocentral distance361

from the well, implies that pore pressure diffusion is not driving the microseismic activ-362

ity, as this would produce microseismicity growing outward from the well with time. In363

contrast, stress transfer effects occur instantaneously, and so might provide a mechanism364

for fault reactivation that is more consistent with these observations.365

3 Elastostatic stress modelling366

3.1 Stochastic hydraulic fracture model367

To produce the loading, or sources, for our stress transfer simulations, we require368

estimates of the number of hydraulic fractures, their orientation, length and height, and369

the amount of tensile fracture opening that takes place. This can be done using coupled370

hydro-mechanical fracture stimulation codes [e.g., Warpinski et al., 1994; Profit et al.,371

2016], as commonly used by industry. However, such models are highly dependent on372

poorly-constrained geomechanical input parameters, which may be tuned based on ob-373

servations made during operations [Profit et al., 2016]. Detailed modelling of this kind374

is beyond the scope of this study, which aims primarily to evaluate not the hydraulic frac-375

tures themselves, but their impact on the stress conditions in the surrounding rock. In-376

stead, we adopt a stochastic approach, generating hydraulic fracture populations by draw-377

ing their properties (positions, orientations, dimensions, etc.) from statistical distribu-378

tions representing typical, expected hydraulic fracturing cases. The use of a stochastic379

approach allows us to create thousands of model instantiations, such that we can iden-380
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tify features in the resulting deformation that are consistent across a range of input hy-381

draulic fracture models, and so may be considered robust and not dependent on a sin-382

gle choice of model parameterisation.383

We assume that both the lateral (i.e., along-well) and vertical locations of the frac-384

tures are normally distributed around the sleeve location, producing an ellipsoid which385

extends to match the observed microseismic clouds, as well as those observed from other386

hydraulic fracturing sites [Urbancic et al., 2003; Chorney et al., 2016; Kettlety et al., 2019].387

This truncated normal distribution has a mean of 0 m, a standard deviation of 25 m, and388

a limit of ±100 m. For the stages with an obvious gap in microseismicity between the389

well and the cluster (e.g. Stage 38 and onwards), this assumes that the initial propaga-390

tion and opening of fractures is mostly aseismic, and then the seismicity observed is the391

result of changes in stress that occur during injection, promoting slip in a more seismo-392

genic area. Fractures are modelled as uniformly opening rectangular patches, oriented393

in the direction of SHmax (strike of 170◦ and dip of 90◦) with an on average 10◦ von Mises394

random perturbation to the geometry. Fractures are randomly set to propagate either395

north or south from the well, with a bias of 80% extending north, to match the obser-396

vations from the microseismic data.397

We use the analytical solutions for the opening of a Griffith crack, commonly em-398

ployed in fracture modelling, to approximate the fracture width [Perkins and Kern, 1961].399

For the injection rates at PNR (0.07 m3 s−1), a shear modulus of 25 GPa, a Poisson’s400

ratio of 0.25 (believed to be appropriate for this setting, as described in section 3.2), and401

a fracture aspect ratio of 0.2, the fracture width is around 2.1 mm. The total number402

of fractures is then calculated by dividing the total volume of fluid injected in the stage403

by the total volume within the average 75 m long fracture. We set fractures to have a404

fixed aspect ratio AR of Ldip/Lstr = 0.2. Fracture lengths Lstr are sampled from a trun-405

cated normal distribution, with a minimum value of 25 m, a maximum of 250 m, a mean406

of 50 m and a deviation of 50 m, with at least 1 fracture above 100 m in length. Ldip407

is then calculated from the Lstr and AR. These values were again chosen to approximate408

the expected stimulated zone for each stage, as well as being comparable to hydraulic409

fracture dimensions estimated at other sites (accounting for the smaller injection volumes410

used at PNR-1z (∼ 400 m3 per stage), compared to many wells in North America (>411

1000 m3 per stage)). Fracture width for each of the model fractures is then defined as412

the total volume of fluid injected divided by the total area of all generated fractures (df =413
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Figure 5. An example fracture set randomly generated for opening fractures around stage 1

(shown as a yellow diamond), given in three perspectives: (a) map view; (b) z-x cross-section

view; and (c) an z-y cross-section. The patches of tensile opening as shown as black squares. The

distributions that govern their location, length, and orientation are described in section 3. The

Monte-Carlo model takes 1000 of these sets for each stage, and calculates the resulting median

elastic ∆CFS for a volume around the well and fault zone.

421

422

423

424

425

426

Vtot/
∑nf

i Lstr,iLdip,i). This gives a width very similar to that found using the solutions414

of Perkins and Kern [1961] or Nordgren [1972], with normally distributed values of 2.6±415

0.3 mm for each set of fractures.416

The modelled fractures are then ordered, with the longest fractures located closer417

to the centre of the sleeve, producing an ellipsoidal stimulated volume of tensile open-418

ing fractures around each stage. An example of a fracture set produced in this manner419

is shown in Figure 5.420

3.2 Modelling Stress Change427

These opening patches are treated as the sources in the elastic stress change model.428

We use PSCMP developed by Wang et al. [2006] to compute these changes in stress. This429

approach uses the analytical Okada solution [Okada, 1992] for the Green’s function for430

a homogeneous elastic half-space to calculate the strain field, and Hooke’s law to find431

the resulting change in the stress field.432

The resulting elastostatic stress changes within the volume around the well are re-433

solved onto the receiver geometry of the fault plane identified in Figure 1 – a φ of 240◦,434

δ of 70◦, and λ of 0◦ – in order to compute the ∆CFS using Equation 1.435
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The effective coefficient of friction µ′ in equation 1 is derived from µ by µ′ = µ(1−436

β), and is an attempt to account for the way in which a change in pore pressure p ef-437

fects the change in the normal stress ∆σn [Rice, 1992; Simpson and Reasenberg , 1994].438

This is achieved through the Skempton’s coefficient β [Skempton, 1954] where, through439

a series of assumptions concerning the material properties of faults, it can be found that440

β = −p/σn. The value of µ′ can range from 0 to 0.8, and varies between tectonic set-441

tings and lithologies. Typical values of µ′ are generally around µ′ = 0.4 (µ = 0.7 and442

β = 0.4), which we adopt here [King et al., 1994; Harris, 1998; Stein, 1999]. We as-443

sume a shear modulus of 25 GPa, and a Poissons ratio of 0.25. These values have been444

used in previous studies on induced seismicity [e.g., Schoenball et al., 2012; Catalli et al.,445

2013; Pennington and Chen, 2017], and are consistent with laboratory measurements of446

the frictional and mechanical properties of shales [Kohli and Zoback , 2013; Islam and447

Skalle, 2013]. These values are also similar to those found from studies of the Bowland448

shale, the formation targeted by PNR-1z [Herrmann et al., 2018].449

Using the stochastic process described above, we model 1,000 fracture set realisa-450

tions for each stage. We compute the ∆CFS for each case, and compute the median ∆CFS451

value for each point in the subsurface for each stage. We also examine the variability of452

the ∆CFS change across the 1,000 model instances: ∆CFS values that do not change453

significantly across a wide population of models can be considered robust.454

Figure 6 shows an example of the median modelled ∆CFS changes for Stage 22,455

and the variability introduced by our stochastic modelling approach. Lobes of negative456

Coulomb stress change dominate to the east and west of the hydraulic fractures, whilst457

positive lobes extend north and south of the fracture tips, as well as above and below.458

The variability within the zone of hydraulic fracture propagation is high. This is because459

the ∆CFS values in close proximity to opening fractures can be very high, and so mod-460

elled stress changes within this zone will be strongly dependent on the particular stochastically-461

generated fracture model used as the input. However, further from the fracture zone, the462

median absolute difference in ∆CFS values is low. In these areas, the stress change is463

not sensitive to the particular stochastic fracture model used, and so can be considered464

to be more robust. In other words, the general distribution and shape of the lobes of pos-465

itive and negative ∆CFS seen in Figure 5 exist for all fracture models that have ten-466

sile fractures extending roughly 100 m from the well. Therefore, the use of the median467
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Figure 6. Elastic stress change maps showing the ∆CFS resolved onto the fault zone orien-

tation received during Stage 22. An example of a single fracture set is shown as black patches

within the volume. (a) and (b) show the value of the median stress change at two slices within

the 3d volume (though the position of the stage location), whilst (c) and (d) show the median

absolute deviation in that average value.

470

471

472

473

474

value allows us to examine the typical effect of the fracture sets, without the perturba-468

tions produced by the generation of random fractures.469

To assess the significance of stress transfer effects, we interpolate the median mod-475

elled ∆CFS changes onto the location of each microseismic event, assuming the left-lateral476

faulting mechanism on the inferred plane. From this we compute the Coulomb Index,477

CI, which gives the proportion of events within a population that received positive ∆CFS478

changes. If stress transfer effects are playing a significant role, then we would expect most479

microseismicity to occur within lobes of positive ∆CFS, and therefore the CI would be480

high – typically > 70% [e.g., Harris, 1998; Steacy et al., 2005; Catalli et al., 2013].481

3.3 Model Scenarios482

For a given stage, we compute the median ∆CFS values for 3 points in time. We483

compute the stress change created by all of the preceding stages - this represents the stress484

conditions at the start of the selected stage. We refer to this as the prior ∆CFS. We485

compute the stress change created by hydraulic fracturing of the stage in question. This486

shows the ∆CFS produced by that stage. We refer to this as the “current” ∆CFS. Fi-487
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nally, we combine the stress change from all preceding stages and the stage in question.488

This represents the overall ∆CFS conditions that will be present at the end of a stage.489

We refer to this as the total ∆CFS. Obviously, the “total” stress conditions and the end490

of one stage will be the “prior” stress change for the following one. Included in the sup-491

plementary material are the complete set of figures for each stage, showing the current,492

prior, and total ∆CFS maps in multiple orientations.493

4 Results494

Figure 7 shows maps of ∆CFS changes for our 3 scenarios, in this case for Stage495

32. This figure also shows the ∆CFS change at the hypocentral location of each micro-496

seismic event that occurred during the stage. A visual inspection of these plots shows497

that microseismic event densities are significantly higher within the lobes of positive ∆CFS.498

The magnitudes of positive stress change received by most events are around 0.1 MPa,499

going up to around 1 MPa. These observations suggest that stress transfer effects are500

indeed playing a role in controlling where microseismicity occurs; this role can be fur-501

ther demonstrated by considering the CI values, shown on a stage-by-stage basis in Fig-502

ure 8. We find that the majority of the stages have high values of CI, consistent with503

microseismicity that is triggered by stress transfer, especially when the cumulative im-504

pact of multiple stages is taken into account. This effect appears to be particularly strong505

for the latter stages where reactivation of the fault zone was taking place.506

In Figures 9 – 11 we examine some of these stress transfer effects in more detail,522

with particular focus on some of the observations presented in Section 2.1. Figure 9a shows523

a map of ∆CFS produced by Stages 1 to 3 at the toe of the well. In Figure 3a we ob-524

served a cluster of events occurring roughly 100 m to the north-east of the main event525

cluster. In Figure 9a we see that this region is at the centre of a large positive ∆CFS526

lobe created by the tensile fracture opening. In contrast, during Stages 12 and 13, we527

did not observe microseismicity back-propagating in the reciprocal direction. Figure 9b528

shows the ∆CFS produced by Stage 12. We note that this region is within a lobe of neg-529

ative ∆CFS. This stress-shadowing effect [Green et al., 2015] as the ∆CFS shifts from530

positive to negative as the hydraulic fracturing moves from west to east might explain531

why microseismicity appears able to propagate to the north-east ahead of the fractur-532

ing, but is suppressed in the region behind the active stage. What seismicity persists in533
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Figure 7. An example of the median stress changes calculated for stage 32. Each shows the

stage 32 events, with the median elastic ∆CFS resolved onto the inferred orientation of slip

on the fault plane and their hypocentre location. The map of ∆CFS is a slice through the 3D

volume taken at the depth of the stage, which is shown as a yellow diamond. (a) The “current

stage” ∆CFS is the stress change from the opening of fractures during stage 30. (b) The “prior

stage” ∆CFS is the linear sum of the stress changes from all the previous stages resolved onto

the stage 30 events. (c) The total ∆CFS is the combined prior and current stage stress changes.
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Figure 8. The Coulomb Index – the proportion of events in a population receiving positive

median ∆CFS – for each of the events separated by stage for the (a) current stage, (b) prior

stage, and (c) combined prior and current stage ∆CFS calculations. It can be seen that for

stages from 18 (those that encountered the seismogenic fault zone), CI is largely well above 50%,

and frequently in excess of 70%. The heel stage (37-41), whilst not appearing to be significantly

effected by stress triggering during each of the stages, show strong signals for the prior stages.

Stages 3 and 18, both of which showed anomalous seismicity, show significant correlation between

positive stress change and event hypocentre location, with CI in excess of 70%.
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Figure 9. Changes in Coulomb stress during stages at the toe of the well. In (a) we show a

map of ∆CFS produced by Stages 1 to 3 combined, with the microseismic events from Stage

3 overlain. The cluster of events to the NE, further from the injection point, occurs in a region

of positive ∆CFS. In (b) we show a cross-section of ∆CFS produced by Stage 3: the lobe of

positive ∆CFS below the well extends with a dip of approximately 45◦, matching the observed

microseismicity. In (c) we show a map of ∆CFS produced by Stage 12, with the microseismicity

produced this stage. The region to the west of this stage is now in a lobe of negative ∆CFS, and

microseismicity is suppressed here.
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540

541

542

543

that stress shadow may be continuing due to the large increase in pore pressures from534

the injection into Stages 1 to 3 at the toe of the well.535

Figure 9c shows a cross-section of the median ∆CFS produced by Stage 3. Pos-544

itive lobes extend above and below the well, with a plane of null ∆CFS dipping at about545

45◦. The events around the well fall within this lobe, which results in a structure that546

appears to dip at the same angle. Our interpretation is that this angle does not repre-547

sent dipping hydraulic fractures, since in this strike-slip environment the intermediate548

principal stress is oriented vertically, but instead is caused by microseismic events be-549

ing limited to this lobe of positive ∆CFS.550

Figure 10 shows the ∆CFS produced by all of the previous stages prior to Stage551

18, and the microseismicity that occurred during Stage 18. This stage produced a sur-552

prisingly large microseismic response from an injection volume of less than 10 m3, with553

8 events above Mw > 0 and events extending over 150 m from the injection point. In554

Figure 10 we observe that the locations of these events are strongly portioned into the555

lobe of positive ∆CFS produced by these prior stages, with a CI = 80%. Our interpre-556

tation is that the earlier stages caused pre-stressing of fractures in this region, such that557
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10_prior_stg18.png

Figure 10. Map of ∆CFS changes produced by all stages prior to Stage 18, with the Stage

18 microseismicity overlain. Stage 18 saw minimal injection, yet produced significant amounts

of microseismicity. In this figure we see that the effect of the prior stages was to create positive

∆CFS in this region.

560

561

562

563

a small perturbation in the stress state caused by the small injection volume was able558

to produce such a large number and extent of events.559

Figure 11a shows the ∆CFS produced by Stage 22. As for Stages 1 through 3, we564

observe a lobe of positive ∆CFS extending both above and to the north-east of the mod-565

elled tensile fractures, within which most of the microseismicity falls, with CI = 74% for566

this stage. Figure 11b shows the cumulative ∆CFS from all previous stages and Stage567

38, with microseismic events from Stage 38 overlain. Again, we observe a very high CI568
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Figure 11. Maps of ∆CFS in stages towards the heel of the well. In (a) we show the ∆CFS

produced by Stage 22, overlain with the microseismicity from this stage: a lobe of positive

∆CFS extends to the north-east, in which microseismicity is observed. In (b) we show the

∆CFS produced by all stages up to 38 (inclusive), and the microseismicity produced by Stage

38: the area to the west, behind the active stage is now in a region of negative ∆CFS, and

microseismicity in this region is suppressed.

581

582

583
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586

= 80% for this scenario. Whereas during Stage 22 we observed north-eastward propa-569

gation of events along the fault zone, in these latter stages we do not observe significant570

numbers of events propagating back to the south west. Figure 11 shows that the cumu-571

lative impact of the latter stages is to place this portion of the fault zone within a lobe572

of negative ∆CFS, and therefore seismicity is less prevalent. This significance of this573

effect can be seen in Figure 8b: for Stages 30 to 41, when considering the cumulative im-574

pact of prior stages, the CI values are consistently at approximately 80% indicating event575

location is consistent with elastic stress transfer. As hydraulic fractures are created dur-576

ing each stage, a lobe of positive ∆CFS is pushed towards the north-east, while a lobe577

of negative ∆CFS is created behind (i.e. to the west) of the active stage. This geom-578

etry of positive and negative ∆CFS lobes appears to have a strong control on whether579

the fault zone is, and is not, reactivated.580

For a number of stages, including the example of Stage 32 shown in Figure 7, a num-587

ber of the largest events (MW > 0) occur in areas of consistently negative median elas-588

tic ∆CFS, mostly near the injection point and the injection well. Obviously, this stress589

transfer effect is occurring contemporaneously as injection of hundreds of cubic metres590

of fluid at over 50 MPa. Clearly, stress transfer from fracture opening will not be the sole591

driver for seismicity during this case of fault reactivation. The increase of pore pressure,592

and the associated poroelastic stress change, immediately adjacent to the well will nat-593
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urally give rise to seismicity in areas that receive negative elastic stress change on the594

order of 1 MPa.595

Using the derivations of Rudnicki [1986] for pore pressure and poroelastic stress596

change in a 3D homogeneous poroelastic medium, we can estimate the approximate mag-597

nitude and extent of pore pressure change ∆P for a Q = 0.07 m3 s−1, 90 minute in-598

jection (the rate and pump time of the largest stages during PNR-1z operations). For599

this estimate we use an average matrix permeability around the injection point of 5 mD,600

a Biot-Willis coefficient of 0.7, a shear modulus of 20 GPa, a drained Lame parameter601

of 20 GPa, an undrained Lame parameter of 25 GPa, and a dynamic viscosity of the fluid602

of 1 mPa s. At the end of pumping the stage, this simple model gives a ∆P of at least603

0.5 MPa out to a radius of ∼ 50 m from the point of injection, and within 10 m, ∆P604

exceeds 10 MPa. The change to the stress tensor from increased pore pressure provides605

a poroelastic Coulomb stress change on the receiver fault geometry of at least 0.5 MPa606

around 70 m NNW-SSW from the injection point. 12 hours after injection, a ∆P of at607

least 0.5 MPa will extend out ∼ 100 m from the point of injection. The poroelastic stress608

decays rapidly as elevated pore pressures diffuse into the surrounding medium and de-609

crease in magnitude, so by 12 hours after injection, poroelastic ∆CFS is less than 0.1610

MPa 50 m from of the injection. Thus, both during the stage and after, the magnitude611

of stress changes from both the diffusion of elevated pore pressures and poroelastic ∆CFS612

are comparable to the fracture opening elastic stress transfer. Without a complex model613

of the permeability structure around the well, providing conduits for increased ∆P , the614

spatiotemporal distribution of events does not clearly correlate with the areas of increased615

poroelastic stress or pore pressure.616

Interevent static Coulomb stress increase is most likely another mechanism con-617

tributing to the failure of events within the fault zone that receive negative stress change618

from opening fractures. As the several Mw > 0 events occur, failing in a left-lateral strike-619

slip fashion in the fault zone, positive stress changes will extend around 100 m from the620

tips of the fault, encouraging continued failure along its length. This effect will naturally621

be combined with the static stress change from opening fractures, however the magni-622

tude of the interevent stress changes will be smaller in comparison due to the relatively623

small size of the events. There is also no clear aftershock-type sequences in the spatiotem-624

poral distribution of events that occur after the Mw > 0 events, which would be a clear625

indicator of interevent triggering.626
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The spatial distribution of seismicity will naturally reflect the multiple mechanisms627

at play, and thus only the elastic model of fracture opening will not account for every628

event’s location. What is notable, however, is that during most injection stages, the ma-629

jority of events are located in areas that do receive positive stress from fracture open-630

ing, and that this mechanism provides a possible explanation for the unexpected obser-631

vations in the microseismic.632

5 Discussion633

Using a simplified model of distributed fracture opening around a hydraulic frac-634

turing well, we have seen that microseismic event locations were predominantly distributed635

in regions of positive stress change when resolved onto the geometry of an inferred ad-636

jacent fault zone. Specifically, unexpected microseismic event locations during several637

stages, that would otherwise be difficult to explain, are located in regions of positive stress638

as generated by a simple model of tensile opening of hydraulic fractures.639

5.1 Model Uncertainties640

The input parameters used in this model, such as fracture dimensions and distri-641

bution, or elastic moduli, are not overly tuned to this specific location or site – they are642

broadly applicable to most hydraulic fracturing cases. Model fractures are centred on643

the injection point and their locations follow fairly generic distributions for stimulated644

ellipsoids around an injection point. Thus, it is noteworthy that, despite this general-645

ity, many of the observations are consistent with static stress transfer promoting failure646

on the inferred failure mechanism of the larger fault zone. Naturally, the extent of the647

∆CFS lobes are dependent on the fracture modelling parameters, such as the average648

length of the fractures, and could thus be varied in order to increase or decrease the sig-649

nificance of the results. For example, model fracture growth could be offset by small dis-650

tances (tens of metres), within the uncertainty, to shift most events into the areas of pos-651

itive stress change. However, we found that generic values gave a clear indication of stress652

triggering, through good agreement between areas of positive stress change and event653

location, and consistently high CI.654

The magnitude of the ∆CFS change will be sensitive to model assumptions, such655

as the shear modulus, and the modelled fracture opening. We do not take into account656
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the effects of leak off or proppant during injection, as in our model the total amount of657

fracture opening is sufficient to contain all of the injected fluid. In reality, some of this658

fluid will be lost to the formation, reducing the total volume of fluid available to cause659

fracture opening. Since our model fracture lengths are chosen from a fixed distribution,660

and the fracture widths are constrained by analytical solutions [Perkins and Kern, 1961],661

the net effect of a reduced injection volume would be to reduce the number of fractures662

in the stochastic model. The overall deformation is computed by adding the deforma-663

tion produced by each hydraulic fracture, so a reduction in the number of fractures would664

reduce the magnitudes of the modelled stress change, but would not change the polar-665

ity of the ∆CFS change. This magnitude is already sensitive to the elastic parameters666

used, as well as the simplistic uniform-slip source model, which can lead to unreliable667

stress changes within the near-field of the source [Steacy et al., 2004; Meier et al., 2014;668

Kettlety et al., 2019]. Thus, we deliberately choose not to interpret this magnitude. In-669

stead, we focus on the sign of the modelled ∆CFS (i.e., if microseismic events occur in670

regions experiencing positive ∆CFS), since this is far more consistent and robust than671

the magnitude. Most events within the positive lobes do receive stress changes in excess672

of the triggering thresholds for critically stressed faults, which range from 0.001 to 0.5673

MPa [Kilb et al., 2002; Freed , 2005; Shapiro et al., 2006b].674

Accounting for the effects of leak-off and proppant in the fracturing fluid can also675

affect the calculation of fracture width. Reducing net flow into the fracture by account-676

ing for leak-off would decrease the calculated width, whilst proppant increases the slurry677

viscosity and would act to increase the width [Nordgren, 1972]. However, accounting for678

these effects would not significantly modify the overall stress change shape as we esti-679

mate that the width of each individual fracture would only change on the order of 0.1680

mm. This would only have a small effect on the distance to which the lobes propagate,681

which is more sensitive to factors such as the spatial distribution of fractures and the682

shear modulus. Thus, the width parameter affects the magnitude of the stress, rather683

than the sign of ∆CFS.684

When modelling the deformation produced by cumulative stages, we assume that685

the hydraulic fractures from each stage remain open, and we linearly sum maps for the686

previous stages. This situation is unlikely to be the case in reality, because as pressures687

reduce after each injection stage, fractures will begin to close. However, the flowback vol-688

umes between stages were small, typically less than 20−25 percent of the injected vol-689
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ume (over the course of weeks during the hiatus period specifically), and some [though690

not all, see Clarke et al., 2019a] of the stages had proppant injected, which would serve691

to keep hydraulic fractures open after injection stops. Therefore, the extent to which frac-692

tures closed after injection, reducing the magnitude of stresses that are transferred to693

subsequent stages, is not well constrained. Naturally, adding the stress change from some694

earlier stages by a different factor would have the effect of altering the prior and total695

∆CFS, shifting the positions of some of the positive and negative lobes somewhat. How-696

ever, more complex fracture modelling would have to be conducted to determine the rel-697

ative amount of fracture closing during each stage, and thus the scaling of the effect of698

each individual stage, with time.699

Therefore the magnitudes of the ∆CFS values could be higher or lower than those700

we describe here, depending on the assumptions concerning the factors described above.701

However, our study is primarily concerned with the polarity of the ∆CFS signal: whether702

events occur in regions that are experiencing positive or negative ∆CFS change, as de-703

scribed by the CI value. The shapes of the positive and negative ∆CFS lobes are pri-704

marily controlled by three factors: the orientations of the hydraulic fractures, the assumed705

length of the hydraulic fractures, and the orientations of the receiving fractures on which706

microseismicity occurs.707

The orientation of the hydraulic fractures is determined from the in situ stress state,708

which has been well constrained from borehole measurements within the PNR-1z well709

[Clarke et al., 2014; Fellgett et al., 2017; Clarke et al., 2019b]. The orientations of the710

receiving fractures have been determined by consistent, well-constrained source mech-711

anism observations [Clarke et al., 2019a], as shown in Figure 1. The lengths of the hy-712

draulic fractures that we have used in our model are based on generic assumptions about713

hydraulic fracture lengths given the injection volumes used. However, they are similar714

to the fracture lengths, between 100 to 300 m, that have been calculated by the oper-715

ator based on their observed pumping parameters [Cuadrilla Resources Ltd., 2019]. There-716

fore, while the magnitudes of the ∆CFS values may not be well constrained, the spa-717

tial distributions of positive and negative values, and therefore our results expressed in718

terms of the CI, can be considered to be robust.719
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5.2 Possible Impact on Fault Rupture Dimensions720

Assuming the basic formulation of seismic moment given in Equation 2 holds, max-721

imum earthquake magnitude would be controlled purely by the dimensions of the fault722

on which induced seismicity is being triggered. For the feature identified in Figure 1, as-723

suming a typical stress drop value of a rupture (∼ 1 MPa) along a 500 m by 200 m area,724

this corresponds roughly to a M 3 event. The largest event size during the operations725

had ML = 1.5, approximately 30 times smaller than this potential maximum magni-726

tude, corresponding to a rupture radius of less than 100 m as discussed earlier. Our mod-727

elling shows that the ∆CFS values on the fault were positive in some places, but neg-728

ative in others. This clamping at certain points along the fault, in particular the regions729

behind (i.e., to the west of) the active stage, could be seen as a mechanism for the lim-730

ited rupture extent on this inferred fault plane. However, previous studies have shown731

that rupture extent is not limited to the portion of a fault zone receiving positive stress732

during failure along its length [Ripperger et al., 2007; Ampuero and Rubin, 2008]. Dy-733

namic stress changes during rupture can quickly overcome regional stress and local, smaller734

scale stress changes [Meng et al., 2012; Preuss et al., 2019]. Also, it is certainly not clear735

this zone is a well connected fault surface or just a region of pre-existing fractures that736

are oriented favourably in the present regional stress state. Thus, the likelihood of a M737

3 event is not well constrained.738

Many of the proposed mechanisms for constraining the maximum magnitude dur-739

ing an induced sequence [e.g. Shapiro et al., 2011] function under the assumption of a740

limited rock volume stimulated by injection. Shapiro et al. [2011] assume that seismic-741

ity is driven by pore pressure diffusion, however an analogous argument could be made742

with respect to the dimensions of the portion of the fault that receives positive ∆CFS.743

Fracture opening does introduce significant changes to the stress state in hydraulic frac-744

turing settings, and for well-oriented faults adjacent to the operations (i.e where the mag-745

nitudes of stress transfer are significantly positive) this could modify the extent and shape746

of the “stimulated” rock volume greatly. While this clamping effect is a possibility for747

general cases of fracture opening stress transfer, the model proposed by Shapiro et al.748

[2011] produces a truncated Gutenberg and Richter [1944] distribution, which is not ob-749

served at the PNR-1z site [Clarke et al., 2019a]. Thus it is by no means clear that this750

is occurring in this case of injection-induced fault activation.751
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6 Conclusions752

During hydraulic fracturing at PNR-1z, we observed the reactivation of a pre-existing753

fault that produced tens of thousands of microseismic events, the largest of which was754

felt by nearby populations, and several of which required the operator to pause their ac-755

tivities under the conditions of the UK’s traffic light scheme. Here, we have investigated756

the role of elastostatic stress transfer in triggering these events, as well as producing other757

microseismic observations that are not obviously driven solely by injection-induced pore-758

pressure increases or the growth of hydraulic fractures.759

To do this, we develop a stochastic approach to modelling hydraulic fractures as760

a loading source for the elastic stress transfer model. This allows us to assess the impact761

of expected, generic fracture sets, without being overly influenced by the results of a par-762

ticular representation of the hydraulic fractures. We then look at the median ∆CFS of763

the 1000 realisations that were conducted.764

We find that the observed microseismicity occurs predominantly within volumes765

of rock that receive positive median ∆CFS. This indicates that stress-transfer effects766

produced by the tensile opening of hydraulic fractures are in part driving the spatiotem-767

poral distribution of induced seismicity at PNR-1z. These elastic effects, whilst often con-768

sidered to be less significant than the increase in pore-pressure, appear to play a role in769

pre-stressing nearby fractures or faults, as well as promoting failure near instantaneously770

at anomalously larger distances from the point of injection.771

For the particular orientations of the hydraulic fractures and the pre-existing fault772

at PNR-1z, the tensile fracture opening creates positive ∆CFS to the north-east of the773

active stage, with multiple stages adding cumulatively to this effect. Because stimula-774

tion progressed eastward along the well, each new stage was therefore injecting into a775

volume of rock that had been pre-stressed by the previous stage. This may have con-776

tributed to the repeated exceedance of the TLS threshold over multiple stages. In con-777

trast, the regions to the west of the active stage were clamped by the tensile fracture open-778

ing, suppressing microseismic activity in these areas. This implies that if the wells were779

drilled in the opposite E-W direction, proceeding injection stages would have actively780

clamped the fault, rather than stimulating it further. The fault was not identified on any781

of the 3D reflection seismic data that was acquired for the site however, and thus it was782

not possible to know its orientation prior to the fault being reactivated.783
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These effects will be highly dependent on the specific orientations of both the hy-784

draulic fractures and the receiving faults, and so cannot easily be generalised to other785

sites. However, the stochastic modelling approach, combined with the PSCMP modelling786

code, is able to provide results at a speed that could plausibly be applied in near real787

time during injection operations. Doing so could enable operators to identify whether788

their planned stimulation program is likely to stress or to clamp any faults identified dur-789

ing injection, and potentially to make appropriate adjustments to their program to min-790

imise induced seismicity.791
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